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Overview 
The RDG recommends changes to Clause 1.  
The definition for a complementary  
medicine should be removed from the  
proposed legal changes. 
 
By increasing the definition’s scope and reach, it finds a 
happy home in regulations or MCC’s administrative policy 
guidelines. So, the deletion of the proposed definition is 
right and of little legal consequence.  
 
These are RDG’s main concerns because of the potential 
damaging effects on the viability of the complementary 
medicines' industry and future availability of health and 
wellness medicines in South Africa. Similarly, the inclusion 
principles apply to a biological medicine. 



Definitions 
"medicine"  means any substance or  
mixture  of substances used  or purporting to be suitable 
for use or manufactured or sold for use in- 
(a)   the diagnosis, treatment, mitigation,  modification  
or prevention of disease, abnormal physical  or mental 
state or the symptoms thereof in man; or 
(b)   restoring, correcting or modifying  any somatic  or 
psychic  or organic  function in man, 
and includes any veterinary medicine; 

[Definition of "medicine" substituted by s. 1 (d) of Act No. 17 of 1979.] 

 



Definitions… 
‘‘ ‘biological medicine’ means any substance  
or mixture of substances that contains a  
living organism, or that is derived from a  
living organism or biological process,  
including— 
(a) plasma-derived and animal products, for example clotting 
factors, immunosera and antivenoms; 
(b) vaccines; 
(c) biotechnology-derived medicines (rDNA products), for 
example rHu-antihaemophilic factors, hormones, cytokines, 
enzymes, monoclonal antibodies, erythropoietins and nucleic 
acids; and 
(d) products developed for human gene therapy; 

[Proposed definition - s. 1 (c) of Bill No. 6 of 2014] 

 



Definitions… 
‘‘ ‘complementary  medicine’  means   
any  substance  or  mixture  of substances that— 
(a) originates from a plant, mineral or  
animal; 
(b)   is used or intended to be used for, or manufactured or 
sold for use, in assisting the innate  healing power of a human 
being or animal to mitigate, modify, alleviate or prevent 
illness or the symptoms thereof or abnormal physical or 
mental state; and 
(c)   is used in accordance with the practice of the professions 
regulated under the Allied Health Professions Act, 1982 (Act 
No. 63 of 1982);’’ 

[Proposed definition - s. 1 (d) of Bill No. 6 of 2014] 



Definitions… 
‘‘ ‘complementary  medicine’  means  any substance or  
mixture of substances that- 
(a) originates from plants, fungi, algae, seaweeds, lichens,  
minerals, animals or other substance as determined by  
Council, and 
(b) is used or purporting to be suitable for use or manufactured or sold for use – 

(i) in maintaining, complementing, or assisting the innate healing power or 
physical or mental state, or 
(ii) to diagnose, treat, mitigate, modify, alleviate or prevent disease or illness 
or the symptoms or signs thereof or abnormal physical or mental state, of a 
human being or animal, and 

(c) is used- 
(i) as a health supplement, or 
(ii) in accordance with those disciplines as determined by Council, or 

(d) is declared by the Minister, on recommendation by the Council, by notice in 
the Gazette to be a complementary medicine; 

[Amendment to General Regulations, Gazette  37995, Notice No. R. 716, 15 September 2014] 



Summary 
The Bill’s definition of a complementary medicine is 
Inflexible and misplaced and should be removed from  
the proposed legal changes to the principal Act. 
 
The existing definition of a medicine in the Medicines  
Act should stay unchanged. The definition has stood the test of time and 
legal challenge – good law is tested law. It is broad in scope and suffices to 
serve the purposes of protecting public health and interests when 
reasonably interpreted and so, is justifiable in an open and democratic 
society based on freedom and equality. 
 
The addition of the words to the medicine definition; “and includes any 
biological medicine, complementary medicine and veterinary medicine; ’’ 
are unwarranted and superfluous. These medicines are only a species and 
sub-classification of the genus “medicine” and already included in the 
definition of a medicine. 



Thank you! 
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